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AUTHENTICATION
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By using www.eximbank.ro

Enter the reference (found in the screen below) in 
Digipass, and based on it, the Digipass Code is 
generated
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ACCOUNTS

To see transaction on a specific account, please select 
on the Balance column

REPORT- RUNNING REPORT-extract + balance, 
applying filter

at the desired date and account level.

 Access the button

ROLL and then LIST ROLLS, a will appear

floppy disk to access the desired extract.

 If

this does not happen it will type F5, for refresh.

If you want more details about a specific 
account, click on the account number:

For accounts that have a larger number of 
transactions

within a month, it is recommended to generate 
an extract on a

maximum period of 3 months.



DOMESTIC PAYMENTS
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Select “New” in order to 
introduce new payment 

Select payment type: to other bank’s client, 
to bank’s client or import payments from file

Fill in the form

For approving the payment, 
please enter the Digipass 
code  

In case the payment will be in the future,
fill in the date.In case of day / day 
payments, the date will not becompleted.
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EXCHANGES/TRANSFERS

Source account – for selling

Destination account – for buying



FOREIGN PAYMENTS
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Please fill in the amount

Splited amounts from Details Amount must 
be equal with the sum entered in Amount

• OUR – commission is in charge of the payee;
• BEN - commission is in charge of the beneficiary;
• SHA - commission is shared both by payee and beneficiary-

specific to SEPA payments.

- In the case of SEPA payments, the SWIFT of the beneficiary 
bank is not completed.

.

• SWIFT- payments in different CCY and payments
in EUR in countries outside European Union

• SEPA – payments in EUR in European Union

For approving the payment, please 
enter the Digipass code  

• Bank’s beneficiary SWIFT is mandatory for:
- Foreign payments in all CCY, except EUR
- For EUR payments in countries outside European Union



DEPOSITS
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Opening 
deposit

Select the source account
Select type of deposit

Closing deposits-LIQUIDATION OF DEPOSITS - can be done 
at the client's request, before the deadline.I

For accepting the deposit guarantee conditions, must tick the accepting box.

monica.dumitrache
Highlight



REPORTS
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ENVIRONMENT
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SECURITY/LIMITATION
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Each user can request limits on accessing Internet Banking:

 Each client can have one or more users in the application

 Each user will receive a set of rights to operate on:
 Domestic payment (Initiation, Approval, Import payments from file, etc)

 Exchanges/Transfers (Initiation, Approval, etc)

 Foreign payments (Initiation, Approval)

Deposits (Initiation, Approval, Opening, Closing)

 Environment (personal data, change password, messages, etc)

 Limits can be set regarding on specific account or amount of money  that can be transferred.
 User can have a superuser which can cancel the approvals made by other users



FUNCTIONALITIES
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User’s rights

 Transactions view
Transactions made in the current month and in last 6 months can be seen by the user. This parameter is 
set by the bank and can't be modified.

 Limit amount If this parameter is set, during one day the user can not authorize/initiate transactions which
amount will be greater than the limit set.

 Limit transactions number Through this parameter, the bank can set the limit transactions number that
can be ordered via Internet Banking.



THANK YOU!

e-ximsuport@eximbank.ro 

Phone: 021.405.31.78




